
Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f-nrffy .*brace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that

high Lmphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geoeraohic Boundaries
Coniideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines

should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut ovef mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlu Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems

oip"opt" ib"li"rr. the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

fer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the l'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation

@e..oneperSon,oneVote''phi1osophyandthereforesuggestthat
highLmphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%)'

Geographic Boundaries
Consideratior, tho,rld b" given to commuting (travel) pattems of people' Lines

should be drawn along es-tablished roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes'

Communitv Interests
M""*tp"l b"""dary tines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recogn\zingcommuting (travel) pattems

oip"opt" I-believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions'



Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitly Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowiedge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that

high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines

should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the commiuee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

thank opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissionerso

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I futty "-bt"". 

the "one person, one vote" philosophy and there.fore suggest that

highLmphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geosraohic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people' Lines

should be drawn along esiablished roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
ttt"tti"ipul boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people ib.li.u. the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2017A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully ernbrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that

high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines

should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners"

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, Nff 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commtsston
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you br the to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I futly embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that

high Lmphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%)-

Geoeraohic Boundaries
Coniid"ration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines

should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of p"opt" ib"li"rr" the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throuqh rivers and lakes.

Communit)' lnterests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully entbrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

fto*rnunitv lnterests ,/
I 

- 

-,r--f-rl , -t t .rr , ' /I Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge 
I

I interests of both rural and urban citizens. -----J .-
I'

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitly Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620- 1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation posibl" (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissionerso

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation posibl" (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travet) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commi ssion
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2017A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throuqh rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlr Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer
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suggestlons.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlu Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to ackrrowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, NIT 59620-1706

Commissioners"

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that

high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (t%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines

should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should

not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge

interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community

interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)t Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides" or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank for the opport ity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 20nA6
Helena, MT 59620- 1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communitlu Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620- 1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, NfT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Consideration should be given to commuting
should be drawn along established roads and
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush

(travel) pattems of people. Lines
streets where possible. Lines should
rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geosraphic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlrz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Comrnission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opporlunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commi ssion
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to aclarowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communibr Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.



Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz lnterests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2017A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer
-/ 't
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides" or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communi4z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, l\4T 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2A1706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%\

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throuqh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer
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suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-170G

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation posibl, (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting
should be drawn along established roads and
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

(travel) pattems of people. Lines
streets where possible. Lines should
rivers and lakes.

where possible to acknowledge

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better.hun." of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you fol"fhe opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division \

P.O. Box 2017A6 \ ' '

Helena, MT 59620-1706 '\

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
f fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)t Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commtssron
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I th,?nk you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communi[z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissionerso

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

CommuniW Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620- 1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunilV to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns

of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helenao MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the 'oone person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%),

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be draum along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)t Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communi[z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, NTT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides" or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, NIT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlr Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank y u for the ity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throuqh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2U7A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communi{z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee witl have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

It for opportunky ity to o



Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, NIT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully enbrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlu Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2A1706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissionerso

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opporlunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (I%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)' Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizingcommuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2017A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners"

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the 'oone person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communibz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 2017A6
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Cornmissioners"

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 5962A4706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
f fuly embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitv Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communit)z Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) pattems
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Di stricting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throueh rivers and lakes.

Community Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners.

Population Deviation
I fully entbrace the o'one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (1%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) patterns of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides, or cut through rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

I thank you for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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Districting & Apportionment Commission
Legislative Services Division
P.O. Box 201706
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Commissioners,

Population Deviation
I fully embrace the "one person, one vote" philosophy and therefore suggest that
high emphasis should be placed on the lowest population deviation possible (l%).

Geographic Boundaries
Consideration should be given to commuting (travel) pattems of people. Lines
should be drawn along established roads and streets where possible. Lines should
not cut over mountain divides. or cut throush rivers and lakes.

Communitlz Interests
Municipal boundary lines should be followed where possible to acknowledge
interests of both rural and urban citizens.

By keeping deviation numbers small and recognizing commuting (travel) patterns
of people I believe the committee will have a better chance of keeping community
interests intact.

for the opportunity to offer suggestions.
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